
 Ismael Ibrahim - Buro Happold, London 
 -Pedestrian Bridge Design 
 -Ismael: been at BH for over 3 years, bridge engineer by trade, studied at UCL & in Hong Kong 
 -Buro Happold: world-class global practice of engineers, consultants and advisors 
 -work on everything from planning future cities for governments to designing final bolt 
 -Mercedes Benz stadium in Atlanta, Crystal bridges museum, McClane stadium, 911 memorial 
 -Pedestrian bridges offer unique opportunities to be creative, can serve as gateway or 
 destination itself, the user is put at the forefront → smallest details can matter 
 -Structure’s purpose: who’s it for, who’s the client/users, is it iconic 
 -utilitarian bridges - easiest or simplest bridge we can put in place (economics) 
 -Architectural bridges - more interesting, usually for more than just the use 
 -what is the structure crossing over/under? How far is the structure spanning? 
 -types of bridges: truss, arch, beam, tied arch, suspension, cantilever, cable-stayed 
 -sustainable/environmental constraints, site specific constraints (hydrology, wind, etc) 
 -form and function: form of a bridge is primarily driven by constraints 
 -see this as an opportunity, understand them, the users and accommodate accordingly 
 -choose suitable form and let constraints tell the story of your design 
 -bridges are unique as the structure is generally exposed → archs and eng work closely 
 -BH pedestrian bridge design - Charles River Bridge Boston, North Bank Bridge 
 -structure spans over and under the bridge/waterway - unique/cool design 
 -Ponte Della Musica, Rome: arches form staircases - multiple ways to go across 
 -Sackler crossing, new gardens London - looks like it floats on the water, has night shows 
 -H16 bridge, olympic stadium - perforations where there is low stress, BH involved with original 
 master plan and legacy transformations of site - inspiration from industrial past 
 -Lille Landebro, Copenhagen - swing bridge for big ships, transfers moment for load distribution 
 -Providence river bridge - used foundation from original highway - icon of Providence 
 -steel bridge covered in timber, “instagram hotspot,” has become destination itself 
 -New era of sustainable design: context (as designers) 
 -typical structural engineer responsible for appx. 2000 tons of carbon a year 
 -1% saving is 5 times more than going vegan and 10 times more than flying across Atlantic 
 -loading example: 0.54kn/m2 for 10 people room, 1.18 kn/m2 for full meeting room 23 people 
 -Golden gate bridge: 60 lb/ft2. In the US, per AASHTO, pedestrian loading is 90 lb/ft2 
 -this is factored up 75% to 157.5 lb/ft2 → Ismael thinks this needs to be challenged 
 -Eurocode is similar w loading of 104.4 but this is factored up by 35% to 141 lb/ft2 
 -there is a clause to reduce this by as much as 40% depending on span 
 -Embodied carbon means all the CO2 emitted in producing materials, estimated from energy 
 used to extract/transport raw materials as well as emissions, etc 
 -not just the materials you use, must include how much carbon used in extracting & transporting 
 -shameless plug: BH bridges think pieces - could the next london bridge be carbon zero? How 
 can we maximize social value of the next london bridge 
 -closing remarks: be creative, push the boat out; challenge the codes, design decisions have a 
 much bigger impact on project (choose sustainable one), be proud of your expertise and 
 profession 


